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Fisher: I want to put the current situation in perspective. I told Brent 
we shouldn't answer Rabbi Schindler right away. Things are getting out 
of hand and there is a perception problem. There will be serious 
damage if this is extended past the C-130's. We will really get kicked 
around and I don't think it's worth it right now. 

President: Let me put it in perspective. Through a great deal of 
effort, we made the Sinai agreement -- which was a good one. At the 
same time the Soviets cut off Sadat from any new military equipment 
and spare parts. He can't get anything at all. Meanwhile we are asking 
for $3.5 billion for IS:t'ael alone. Match that against six C -130'5 for 
Egypt. That is the substance of the situation. 

Some of the State people testified that the aircraft were just a first 
step_ That was a mistake -- in timing. Maybe not a year from now, 
but now. This step is just symbolic; so is the heavy aid -:0 Israel. If 
Congress turns us down, we could have Egypt turning b.ack to the Soviet 
Union or the Soviet Union moving in on his own, perhaps through Khaddafi" 
Sadat will be so weakened through working with us that he can1t hold out. 

Fisher: I don't disagree. Some of the State testimony got people 
inflamed. 
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The question is how do we get over this and get through the planes 
without the feeling that arms will be poured into Egypt? How can we get 
out of it and get some credit, not blame? 

The only real opposition is Jackson. He will demagogue it if he can. 

President: What should We do? 

Fisher: Clarify what it is you are doing. Say you are just giving six 
airplanes. You could make a statement, meet with a group, or answer 
the Schindler wire. 

President: I am speaking in Chicago Friday for 15 minutes and then 
will ailswer questions. That might be good. 

Fisher: What would you say? 

President: Just off the cuff -- this is a request for six aircraft, nothing 
more. What situation may develop we would have to review, but this is 
just a request for six aircraft. Then talk of the danger to Sadat if we 
reject any help for him. 

Fisher: How about saying the request is for six and there is nothing 
more on the table at this time? But I think a meeting has some merit. 

[Discussion of handling it by letter, press conference, or a 
meeting. Discussion of transitional quarter funding.] 

There is a world-wide feeling among the diaspora that Israel needs 
to s how more flexibility. I would like to talk to you about that before I 
go back to Israel. 

President: When are you g:ling? 

Fisher April 1st. I want to talk to the Israeli Government about it. 

One other point. Connally feels neglected. He is not in Reagan's 
camp at all. 
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